Fair share analysis for revised Syria Crisis appeals
In preparation for the launch of the new UN SHARP and RRP appeals, Oxfam has put together a fair share analysis
based on the current appeals and including appeals from the ICRC, IFRC and Government of Jordan.1
Before beginning the analysis two decisions needed to be made: estimating needs and establishing a source of
information for how much each country has given. This analysis uses the four appeals (RRP5, revised SHARP, ICRC and
IFRC) as a proxy for total needs. For sourcing inputs by country, Oxfam has relied exclusively on the FTS. It is a
systematic and reasonably reliable source of information. It captures data for both OCHA’s SHARP, UNHCR’s regional
response plan and ICRC’s appeal.2 It also has the added benefit of reinforcing Oxfam’s calls for transparency, as the FTS
is publicly available and updated regularly. There are some concerns around lag between commitment and updating.
Perhaps of greater concern, is that as reporting to the FTS is voluntary, many donors and some INGOs may not provide
information to the system.3
In addition to bilateral contributions, ECHO and CERF commitments are attributed where relevant. Share of CERF
commitments are calculated on the basis of a country’s share of the total donations to CERF in 2010.4 For EU
countries, the share of ECHO contributions have been calculated on the basis of information provided in the original
template and is again based on share of contribution to ECHO’s total budget.
Once the parameters for the analysis are set, for DAC countries the analysis is straightforward. Each DAC country’s fair
share is calculated on the basis of share of DAC GNI. The following section addresses how the DAC’s total fair share is
calculated. The final section addresses calculations for high income non‐DAC countries.
Calculating DAC fair share of humanitarian assistance for the Syria response:
Previous Oxfam fair share analyses have assigned the DAC responsibility for 90% of the appeals for the Sahel crisis.
However, as Syria is located in the Middle East (firmly within the sphere of influence of the Gulf states) assigning only
10% share to non‐DAC countries seemed inaccurate. To come up with an alternative, Oxfam investigated several
different ways of calculating DAC total fair share.




In 2009, according to the World Bank, the DAC share of global GNI was 63%.
In 2012, the DAC committed 66% of funds channelled through the UN appeals.5
To date in 2013, the DAC have committed 54% of all funds channelled through the UN appeals.6

An average of these calculations is 61%, rounding down gives us 60% as an approximation of DAC donor fair share.
Calculating non‐DAC countries fair share:
For countries outside of the DAC the calculations are more complicated. The previous Oxfam Sahel crisis analysis only
looked at fair share within the DAC. However, the importance of Gulf donors to humanitarian responses in the Middle
East means that for the Syria response analysis, Oxfam needs to establish a way of measuring non‐DAC donors’
performance. The Sahel analysis offers a starting point – looking at share of GNI, but only for high income non‐DAC
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Both the Governments of Jordan and Lebanon appeals are included in the Regional Response Plan. However the full Government
of Jordan appeal appears as an annex, as only prioritised needs are included in the appeal itself. Egypt, Iraq and Turkey have not
produced appeals.
2
This is captured as ‘total humanitarian funding per donor’ and ‘other humanitarian funding to projects not listed in the appeal’.
Moreover while there were initially concerns about the consistency of UNHCR’s reporting to the FTS, they have instituted weekly
meetings with OCHA to ensure that the information is updated regularly.
3
Affiliates were asked to cross‐check the FTS data with data from their governments to supplement the FTS. However, no
additional committed funds were identified during the preparation period.
4
See http://www.unocha.org/cerf/our‐donors/funding
5
Total adjusted to remove funds itemised as unearmarked INGO, carryover, various and private.
6
As above.

countries with populations above 1 million.7 For the Syria Crisis, all high income non‐DAC countries plus Russia have
been included.
Identifying the list of countries to include is only the starting point. The next step is to establish a total fair share for
that group. Because other countries and private donors contribute to the UN appeals, it was decided to set the ‘fair
share’ for high income non‐DAC and Russia at 35 percent. Within the group fair share was allocated on the basis of
share of GNI as with DAC countries.

7

The World Bank defines high income countries as those with GNI per capita of over USD $12,480 in 2011. For this analysis I have
included all high income non‐DAC countries PLUS the Russian Federation.

This spreadsheet summarises the findings of this fair share analysis.
Calculations are based on other sheets ‐ see "source" row for details.

Notes
1. DAC share of needs was set at 60% based on a combination of DAC share of GNI, DAC share of 2012 appeals and share to date of 2013 appeals.
High Income non‐DAC countries fair share was set at 35 percent.
2. The total available funds is based on the FTS Total Humanitarian Funding per donor. It includes contributions outside of either SHARP or RRP
which donors have reported such as to ICRC or bilaterally. As such this total does not correspond to the total funding for the two appeals.
3. Total required funds is estimated from projected Regional Response Plan 5, revised SHARP, IFRC and ICRC appeals.

